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Modeling Critical Infrastructure Requirements
Stephen D. Wolthusen
Abstract— Critical infrastructures in industrialized nations
form a highly interdependent network that must be protected against both intrinsic defects and active attacks. This
requires local as well as joint situational awareness based on
current, accurate, and semantically unambiguous data as
well as simulations, particularly of attack scenarios, necessitating in turn automated information sharing measures that
can span transitive dependency networks.
Since the infrastructure elements are frequently civilianowned, providing provable assertions on the precise nature
of the data shared and the extent of dissemination is crucial.
In this paper, a layered graph-theoretical modeling technique is used; at a lower layer, a standards-based ontological
model is described in which resources and interactions are
formed into a common exchange format. From this, a simple
dependency model amenable to combinatorial optimization
and simulation is described, which is then also used as the
foundation for the application of the schematic protection
model by Sandhu to the information sharing problem.

I. Introduction

T

HE protection of critical infrastructures such as energy, financial services, health care, public services,
and transportation [1]1 has moved from being primarily
driven by safety and engineering concerns to also incorporating elements of security, particularly from external
hostile actions, but also including sabotage from within.
Critical infrastructures in most industrialized countries
share several characteristics that make their protection,
particularly as a cohesive system, difficult.
Foremost among these is that the majority of the infrastructure is owned by commercial or semi-commercial
interests (e.g. municipal utilities) that must operate competitively, with limited capital investment and operational
expenses. That, in itself, is already constraining decisions
regarding the safety and security of infrastructure elements
beyond what is either required by regulatory authority and
legal requirements or by providing an immediate competitive advantage [3].
From the perspective of the overall or national critical
infrastructures, respectively, however, another issue resulting from civilian ownership is that the very information
and exchange of information required to maintain either
interdependent elements of the infrastructure or the entire
S. Wolthusen is with the Security Technology Department,
Fraunhofer-IGD, Darmstadt, Germany. E-mail: wolt@igd.fhg.de.
1 While there exists a consensus on the sectors considered to be part
of the infrastructures beginning with [1], the precise elaboration and
granularity of sectors differs in the various national approaches [2].
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infrastructure can put the civilian infrastructure owners at
a disadvantage. This can e.g. occur when required information sharing in a given sector exposes business intelligence (e.g. cost structures, capabilities) to competitors in
the same or another sector. Another potential impediment
to information sharing is particularly prominent in case of
natural monopolies (e.g. certain utilities). Here, disclosure
of mishaps or even simply potential vulnerabilities can be
correlated immediately with its most likely origin, potentially resulting in decreases in the valuation of the infrastructure owner.
Therefore, while information gathering and sharing are
critical elements in both the prevention of harm to critical infrastructure and the timely and efficient remediation
of any problems that occur within the network of interdependent infrastructure components, the flow of information
itself must be closely monitorable and controllable if infrastructure owners and operators are to engage in it. This is
e.g. clearly reflected in the U.S. approach to CIP following
the catastrophic terrorist attacks of 2001 [4], [5].
Moreover, the information collected and exchanged in
the interest of improving the robustness, availability, and
overall assurance of infrastructure elements must also be
protected against malicious outside interest and influence.
While much of the focus in infrastructure protection (CIP)
is traditionally provided by the safety engineering community, the possibility of deliberate attacks introduces a number of new failure modes that either have been considered
impossible or at the very least highly improbable and have
therefore not been given adequate consideration.
This paper therefore outlines a mechanism for modeling
infrastructure elements both at the level of data collection
and exchange and also for modeling and simulation with
particular emphasis on protection for information collection
and information sharing.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II identifies key requirements for modeling from both
the perspective of overall infrastructure protection and the
individual infrastructure component owners and operators.
Subsequently, section III provides a high-level outline of the
underlying modeling mechanisms while section IV details
the security controls and policies defined over the model.
Finally, section V briefly discusses prior and related work.
30

II. Requirements
In addition to individual infrastructure component robustness and survivability [6], [7], [8], which is beyond the
scope of this paper, CIP rests on understanding and dynamically adapting component configurations in such a way
that overall objectives (e.g. power plant output to the electrical grid) are met.
This description is scale-free in its applicability; however, some issues become relevant only if geographical and
organizational boundaries are crossed in the process.
At the largest scale (i.e. national and multinational
structures), information sharing and analytical capabilities
among independent entities must be considered the primary feasible mechanism for improving infrastructure reliability and survivability (see section V); for civilian infrastructure owners and operators to conduct the prerequisite
information collection and storage activities, CIP activities
should be concomitant with other cost benefits.
Consequently, the acceptability of CIP models may be
enhanced significantly if, in addition to its primary objectives, it also assists in providing information that is internally useful to an organization, e.g. in identifying inefficiencies and redundancies beyond what is required for
protection purposes.
Infrastructure dependencies are, in all but the most trivial cases, multilateral relations (among intra-organizational
infrastructure elements, infrastructure providers, and with
government).
However, the dependencies themselves are both dynamic
(including feedback loops) and insufficiently characterized
by a simple relation. The former observation implies that
the efficacy of an infrastructure model is significantly influenced by its coupling with the underlying system (i.e. it
is insufficient to operate on data collected by temporally
isolated snapshots), while the latter implies a requirement
for detailed annotation of relations.
Since individual infrastructure owners generally already
operate information systems containing all or significant
portions of the data required for CIP; however, direct harmonization among such entities for information sharing and
exchange is both impractical given the scope of data contained in such databases, and infeasible given the cost sensitivities of infrastructure owners.
As a result, a key requirement for information exchange
is the use of an interoperable intermediate format of sufficient generality to contain not only the data elements but
also the underlying ontological structures. The latter requirement not only results from the need to translate data
points and relational tuples, but also from the fact that infrastructure elements evolve over long time scales – during
which the semantics of individual data points and metrics
are likely to change.
To retain the ability to perform analyses over such changing data points, ontological information must be retained
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for use in renormalization. Moreover, an additional dimension for data points (particularly those not founded
in ground measurements but rather in derivations and inferences) that frequently arises is the need for associating a
confidence level with the data point that can subsequently
be used by belief revision techniques [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].
The information assurance requirements for both ground
and derived data points (confidentiality, integrity, correctness, availability, timeliness, and non-repudiability) must
be characterized in this way for both those derived from
within a system under consideration (e.g. a single power
plant) and when modeling interconnected infrastructure elements since feedback mechanisms can also impede proper
modeling at the local level (e.g. in manipulating sensor data
transmitted over insufficiently secure links as in chemical
or power plants).
Even though the ultimate goal of any integrated CIP
model is information sharing, access, including read-only
provisions to information must be constrained by the least
privilege principle [14] with well-defined information flows
based on need-to-know and at the same time full auditability of any transfer. As noted in section I, some of these constraints are direct results from the fiduciary duties of civilian infrastructure owners and operators to equity holders,
protecting information system assets and against competitive intelligence. Moreover, the information to be protected
extends to indirect effects such as public confidence in the
infrastructure operator, resulting in a requirement for protecting even indirect information flows where sources could
easily be inferred (e.g. in case of a local power utility as the
indirect causative agent for a failure at a water treatment
facility).
At the same time, emergency access requirements must
be defined in such a way that the transition from normal
operation to emergencies is well defined and can be invoked
by all authorized parties to the extent necessary (e.g. for
providing electrical power to critical areas such as hospitals
and air traffic control facilities).
Moreover, reliability models commonly used generally
assume stochastic processes in assessing the likelihood of
a malfunction or hazard; such assumptions may no longer
be made safely since adversaries (particularly terrorists)
may deliberately target interdependent networks, thereby
inducing otherwise highly improbable fault chains. Since
resources for protecting infrastructures are necessarily finite and the number of such scenarios may be assumed to
be transfinite, comprehensive analytical methods are unlikely to yield usable results. The ability to perform simulations and case studies of such attack scenarios is therefore
of particular pragmatic interest.
III. Model Structure
The following sections provide a high-level overview of
the structures used for representation and reasoning over
31

critical infrastructure data. Section III-A represents the
highest abstraction level at which entities and dependencies are represented in the dependency model; the primary
focus of this sub-model is scale invariance and efficient representation for use in computation. Moreover, this model
also provides the foundation for the control mechanisms
discussed in section IV.
Section III-B provides a sketch for the the intermediate ontological model and exchange mechanism data format. The primary goals for this model (in addition to a
straightforward bijection onto the graph-theoretic dependency model) were the provision of a relatively simple common abstract data format for critical infrastructure data,
the ability to perform high-level computations over the represented entities as well as the dynamism required for realtime analysis.
The final layer within this model, namely the mapping
of existing databases, sensor data, and other interfaces
onto the ontological model (e.g. for geospatial models and
databases, wiring topologies, etc.) is beyond the scope of
this paper since such interfaces are necessarily product- and
typically implementation-specific since most infrastructure
owners and operators rely on considerable internal development to provide adequate cataloging and analytical capabilities.
A. Dependency Model
To satisfy the requirements outlined in section II, a dependency model based on multigraphs provides a powerful
and general mechanism with a sound mathematical foundation.
Definition 1: Infrastructure components are separated
into entities E (E = {e , . . . , ek }) represented as vertices
and dependencies D (D = {d , . . . , dm
n }) among entities
represented as directed edges where the set of edges is
partitioned into m dependency types, resulting in a graph
G = (E, D). G may contain parallel edges, but may not
contain self-loops.
Edges between two given vertices ea , eb are not uniquely
identified by the 2-tuple (ea , eb ) as is the case in simple
graphs since they may differ in their dependency type:
Definition 2: For two given vertices ea , eb within G, the
set of edges must not contain two edges of the same dependency type.
The set of all dependencies between given vertices ea , eb
is denoted as (ea , eb ) and abbreviated (a, b). By collecting
edges of different dependency type, a directed simple graph
G s is produced and referred to as the aggregate dependency
graph.
For a given dependency type t, a t-dependency path is
t
, ei } of alternating
a sequence P = {e1 , d1t , e2 , d2t , . . . , , di−1
vertices and edges such that for 1 ≤ j ≤ i , djt is incident
with ej and ej +1 .
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Two paths are t-edge disjoint if they do not have an edge
of type t in common.
Dependency paths and connectivity properties are preserved by the aggregate dependency graph, edge disjointness is defined analogously to t-edge disjointness.
For a given graph with edges ek and dependency types
tj , a relation (ek × tj ) →
7 N is defined. The range of this relation is referred to as the dependency strength and denoted
sek for a given edge ek .
Given a dependency graph, the graph can be partitioned
into vertex subsets E = E ∪ · · · ∪ Ek (where k ≤ | E |) called
partitions (Pi ). For observing dependencies at higher levels of abstraction, theorem 1 provides a justification for
coalescing graphs.
Theorem 1: For a given dependency graph G = (E, D)
and a partitioning over the vertices E = E ∪ · · · ∪ Ek , each
partition (Pi ) can be substituted by a single coalesced vertex.
Proof (sketch): Without loss of generality select a partition Pi . For each unique dependency type tj in Pi (determined by enumerating the edges of the subgraph induced
t
by Pi ), insert a vertex ejj into Pi such that all dependency
paths with edges of type tj in Pi for which a vertex lies
t
outside of Pi are incident with ejj .
For each separate inbound (outbound) dependency path
t
now incident with ejj , form the sum over the dependency
strengths.
t
All vertices except the ejj can now be eliminated since
no dependency path is cut by the removal.
Remove any edge from the graph that forms a self-loop
t
for a given ejj .
Insert a vertex ei into Pi and extend the inbound (outt
bound) dependency paths such that the edges of the ejj are
incident with ei .
t
The ejj can now also be removed as above, and the partition Pi is coalesced into a single vertex ei
¤
Similar to vertex coalescion, edge coalescion can also be
of interest; in this case two or more edges with different
types ti and tj incident with vertices ek , el are coalesced by
forming the set union over the types with the derived type
ti,j . The coalesced edges are then removed from the graph;
no self-loops can occur in this step.
If all edges are coalesced, the result is a typeless dependency graph. The dependency strength of a coalesced edge
created from k individual edges is trivially defined as
P
1
1≤i≤k sei
k
if a normalized dependency strength is used (see section
III-A.3).

A.1 Transitive Dependency Strength
Given a dependency graph annotated with dependency
strengths, it is of particular interest to identify critical tran32

sitive dependencies (including for edge and vertex aggregations). This can be determined by interpreting the dependency strengths applying e.g. the maximum flow algorithm
by Ford and Fulkerson [15], [16]. Given a bound for dependency strength smax , the algorithm determines identifies
the maximum transitive dependency in O(| D | smax ).
This algorithm provides adequate results in all cases
given the formulation using integral dependency strengths
[17]; in dense dependency graphs, more efficient algorithms such as preflow-push algorithms can be applied
[18]; using the dependency graph construction above, a
maximum flow can be computed deterministically using
O(n 3/2 m 1/2 + n 2 (log smax )/ + log smax ) flow operations
and O(min{nm, n 3 / log n} + n 2 (log smax )/ + log smax )
time by applying the algorithm by Cheriyan et al. [19],
[20].
A.2 Multiple Dependency Paths
Another example of an important question for a dependency model is to determine the number of distinct dependency paths, particularly of vertex disjoint dependency
paths (e.g. in analyzing requirements for establishing redundant systems); see figure 1 for one such instance.

dency paths can be found constructively with complexity
1
O(E 2 D).
However, whether vertex pairs can be disjointedly connected is a N P-complete problem in the general case [22],
[23], [24], requiring either the use of randomized algorithms
or suitably constrained problem variants.
A.3 Interpretation
The interpretation of entities of the basic dependency
graph corresponds directly to that of entities discussed in
section III-B; in case of aggregate dependency graphs, the
partitioning and aggregation must follow the semantics of
the underlying model (e.g. coalescing vertices within a logical grouping or, at a higher level of abstraction, within a
single organizational entity).
The interpretation of the dependency types is that of
a specific category (e.g. electrical power, voice communication link, water supply) with edge coalescion providing
aggregate dependencies between entities.
Several graph-theoretic algorithms useful in calculating
properties of the dependency graph require a bounded edge
valuation; dependency strength is therefore required to be
individually bounded and re-normalized in case of edge coalescion.
Moreover, to retain the ability to apply certain combinatorial optimization algorithms to the dependency graph,
dependency strength must be expressed by values ∈ N.
Such numerical valuations are frequently not possible immediately; it is therefore frequently necessary to perform
a translation from qualitative assessments onto a fixed but
arbitrary scale (which must be used consistently throughout the dependency graph).
B. Ontological Model

Fig. 1. Identification of multiple t-dependency paths

Using the theorem of Menger [21], such a set of depenc
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As noted in sections III and II, the ontological model
must provide a common abstraction layer for the plenitude
of underlying data formats.
Data in this format must have well-defined semantics
that can be retained over changes in underlying representations and storage and be archivable. This represents a
particular challenge since the lifetimes of many infrastructure components encompasses a large number of information system generations (e.g. in excess of 100 years in case
of some water and sewage conduits).
Moreover, in many cases the full semantics is not fully
contained in data repositories but only accessible through
interpretative logic layers. Given the cost associated with
re-acquiring all data (in addition to direct sensor measurements) as well as the danger of inconsistencies among such
parallel repositories, the use of an interpretative intermediate layer appears prudent and economical.
Such an intermediate layer can be provided based on
open, interoperable standards defined by the World Wide
33

Web Consortium (W3C) in the form of the Resource Description Framework (RDF).
The RDF represents predicates (e.g. data points) over
entities as a directed graph with vertices representing entities and edges annotated with properties and property
values [25], [26], [27].
A basic RDF graph can therefore be considered a superset of the dependency graphs discussed in section III-A;
several syntactical features such as RDF containers (bags,
sequences) can be normalized and decomposed into regular
directed graphs for this purpose.
Within RDF, both entities (vertices) and properties
(edges) are represented by Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URI); while a basic descriptive format exists, this can be
extended arbitrarily using the RDF schema mechanism including RDF reification [28]; this definition includes a semirigorous model-theoretic definition of the formal semantics
of RDF [29].
It should be noted that the use of URIs for representing
underlying representations provides a natural solution for
satisfying the requirement for real-time data access and mediation to existing data repositories; this mechanism also
permits natural interaction e.g. with web service-based architectures such as those found in geographical information
systems [30], [31], [32].
The actual ontological representation [33] can also be
accomplished using open standards, in this case using the
W3C Web Ontology Language (OWL) [34], [35], [36], [37],
which can be considered a syntactical and semantic extension of RDF. These standards define descriptions of classes,
properties and their instances and, more importantly, semantic entailments which can be used for reasoning within
the ontological model.
For the purposes of the critical infrastructure model, a
sublanguage of the full OWL language is selected, namely
OWL DL; this constrains the expressiveness of the ontological model to those representable by description logics
[38]. However, this rather severe constraint is required to
retain computability of entailments. The actual ontology
schema definition is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. Security Controls
As noted in sections I and II, ensuring precise control on
a need-to-know basis specified by infrastructure owners is
a critical requirement to ensure information sharing that is
not coerced by governmental measures.
Unfortunately, most commonly used access control mechanisms, particularly including access control lists used
e.g. in network security devices and commercial off the shelf
(COTS) operating systems, are already sufficiently expressive to ensure that the leaking of access rights (and hence
access to information, potentially violating confidentiality
and integrity requirements in particular), i.e. the security of
a given protection system configuration cannot be proven
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in the general case [39], [40].
However, one of the most salient characteristics of an
critical infrastructure modeling, simulation, and retrieval
system is that pre-determining the characteristics of entities to whom access to resources is granted cannot be effectively determined a priori. This is particularly causated
by the need to include transitive dependencies and interactions in a number of computations both at the level of the
dependency and the ontological model.
While some models commonly implemented in COTS
systems, particularly operating systems used in defense
and intelligence applications (e.g. the lattice-based model
of Bell and LaPadula [41], [42], [40] or role-based access
control models [43], [44]), can provide controls that prevent
leaking of rights, the granularity levels feasible in such models require a coarse a priori stratification and, moreover,
frequently lead to a “mushroom” configuration in which entities must be assigned high classification levels to permit
access at operationally required levels.
For the purposes of the model discussed here, a model
that combines more flexibility for the expression of (access)
rights transfers but whose security can still be decided is,
however, highly desirable.
One such model is the schematic protection model (SPM)
developed by Sandhu based on a capability-oriented protection mechanism proposed by Minsky [45], [46], [47].
The basic SPM uses a strong type system [48], [49], [50]
over entities within the protection system, further subdivided into type families for subjects and objects, and also
distinguishing between rights that alter the protection state
(control rights) and those leaving it invariant (inert rights)
to represent confidentiality model similar in expressiveness
to monotonic access matrix models.
The rights associated with an entity (which may ultimately be considered a capability list) are referred to as
the domain of an entity in the SPM, whereas a single right
descriptor is referred to as a ticket E /r where E denotes
the entity to which the right r is to be applied. The model
requires that any transfer of rights between subjects occur
only if a predicate over each two fixed but arbitrary subject
entities is valid per definition 3.
Such rights can be associated trivially both with the
edges of the dependency model from section III-A and the
ontological model from section III-B, directly mapping the
dependency type in case of the dependency model.
Definition 3: Let X , Y be subjects and dom(X ) be the
set of rights of X and let r be a control right. A local link
predicate linki (X, Y) with formal parameters X , Y is defined as a conjunction or disjunction of the following atomic
terms:
1. X /r ∈ dom(X ),
2. X /r ∈ dom(Y ),
3. Y /r ∈ dom(X ),
4. Y /r ∈ dom(Y ), or
34

5. true
If linki (A, B) evaluates to truth, this is referred to as a
linki between A and B .
In addition to this predicate, which can be considered
the connection relation over a rights transfer graph, the
SPM further constrains the copying of rights by way of
filter functions for given rights:
Definition 4: Let T be the set of all types, R the set
of all rights, TS the set of types for subjects, and a filter
function fi be a function fi : TS × TS → 2T ×R .
For given subjects A, B , X of type a, b and x , respectively, the right X /r : c can be copied if and only there
exists an i such that X /rc ∈ dom(A), linki (A, B), and
x /r : c ∈ fi (a, b).
Given these preliminary definitions, a protection scheme
is then given by definition 5:
Definition 5: A protection scheme consists of the following elements:
1. A finite set of entity types T , partitioned into subject
entity types TS and object entity types TO ,
2. A finite set of rights symbols R, partitioned into inert
rights RI and control rights RC ,
3. A finite set of local link predicates {linki }1≤i≤n (n ∈ N),
4. A filter function fi : TS × TS → 2T ×R whose domain
covers the linki ,
5. A demand function d : TS → 2T ×R authorizing a subject to demand a right from another entity,
6. A can-create function cc : TS → 2T , cc ⊆ TS × T such
that subjects of type a can create entities of type b if and
only if cc(a, b) holds true.
7. A create-rule cr for each 2-tuple in cc such that for given
entities A, B with types a, b, cr (a, b) contains the rights to
B placed in dom(A) if b ∈ TO , and which rights to A are
placed in dom(B ) if b ∈ TS .
For safety analysis, the function cr is of particular interest. In case of object creation, rights assignment is simply
given as cr (a, b) ⊆ {b/r : c • r : c ∈ R}, i.e. given a
subject A of type a and an object B of type b, A obtains
the right B /r : c if and only if b/r : c ∈ cr (a, b). Protection systems in which rights are not amplified (attenuating systems) are of particular interest; for a given state
s the flow function of rights can be computed in polynomial (O(| TSs |3 )) time in the number of subjects [48] by
forming the transitive closure for each right, permitting the
determination of a maximum state.
The general safety problem for SPM is also undecidable;
however, by further restricting the SPM to acyclic attenuating instances, a decidable subset of instances can be
obtained [51].
To this end, the dependency model itself must be transformed into an acyclical derivative instance, by removing
the inbound edge adjacent to a fixed but arbitrary vertex
in a given t-cycle.
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The above description provides the means to verifying
that no unintended rights transfers can occur within a given
model instance. However, a separate category of rights is
also required for emergency access.
Emergency access can occur in several variants; the simplest case is that of an intra-organizational emergency in
which regular processes for rights transfers are revoked.
Such limited access may be modeled by predetermining
rights types in the schematic protection model instance and
considering these rights in a separate step; a similar case
can be modeled for multilateral emergency access situations (e.g. based on a predetermined contractual regulation
that grants a party formal rights to invoke an emergency
situation). Even so, the additional rights granted must be
selected judiciously so as not to render the security analysis
obsolete.
A third category, however, cannot be captured adequately from within the model, namely the exercise of
sovereign power in the national interest in case of largescale emergencies. In this case new rights would be injected
into an existing model at will, rendering an a priori security analysis moot. Such rights injection mechanisms must
therefore be modeled separately (e.g. by showing that adequate safeguards exist to prevent illegitimate entities from
causing the invocation of such a governmental emergency
state).
V. Related Work
Complex information and control systems integrating
sensors and actuators dispersed over large geographic
scales, particularly ones robust to deliberate attacks on
their assessment capabilities, have been developed in the
context of nuclear command and control such as the
SIDAC2 , with many of the problems encountered then still
facing critical infrastructure protection – but with only a
single entity in control of all assets [52].
A number of approaches have been proposed for modeling and simulation of critical infrastructures [53], [54] and
vary considerably in the level of detail considered, ranging
from simple dependency analyses to elaborate models containing continuous physical submodels (e.g. for pipelines
and electrical grid systems) as well as behavioral models.
Among the earliest and most widespread is the application of a control systems approach [55] including hybrid
mechanisms [56]. Particularly for behavioral modeling,
agent-based systems have also been investigated in detail
[57], [58].
In addition, metaanalyses have been conducted using
techniques from reliability analyses and game theory; of
particular interest (see section II) are situations where adversaries deliberately target infrastructure networks [59].
Several of the dependency graph problems outlined in
section III-A can be traced back immediately to multiflow
2 Single

Integrated Damage Assessment Capability
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problems in graph theory; for an example of an approach
including time-variable flows see e.g. [60].
VI. Conclusions
The present paper has presented a brief summary of ongoing research in modeling and simulation for critical infrastructure protection. In this modeling approach, the
precise specification of information sharing mechanisms regarding integrity and confidentiality was given particular
attention with the goal of providing (civilian) infrastructure
owners with well-defined controls over the dissemination of
potentially sensitive information.
The graph-theoretical high level model along with a
graph-based interoperable lower level model and information exchange format based on open standards presented
provides a foundation particularly for automated analysis and preprocessing without requiring extensive modifications to data repositories and acquisition mechanisms at
individual infrastructure components, thereby lowering the
cost of adopting the proposed model.
Future work to be performed includes the formulation of
a precise ontological model and representation schema for
multiple domains and investigations into including expert
knowledge of interactions and operations (e.g. for power
grids) into such models.
A particular challenge, particularly for large-scale integrated models lies in constraining the model in such a way
that it is suitably amenable to combinatorial optimization
techniques, particularly with large number of simultaneous
constraints (e.g. using interior point algorithms [61], [62],
[63]).
Moreover, the inclusion of time-variable dependencies
provides a particular challenge for both modeling and simulation but may not be amenable to exact computational
approaches; in this case probabilistic modeling may need
to be taken into consideration.
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